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Community is a precious thing. As I write this, now more than nine 
months into a global pandemic, that truth is especially potent. And even 
as we learn to appreciate the value of community anew, the pandemic is 
remaking our relations with one another and with ourselves. 

This is certainly true of the Translating Vitalities collective, a commu-
nity of artists, anthropologists, medical and healing practitioners, historians, 
and other humanists and non-humanists who periodically come together 
in the service of making collaborative work to understand lifeworlds and 
their translations and transformations. We were meant to gather in Berlin 
for several days of sharing space, meals, and fellowship in the summer of 
2020. When that became impossible, we gathered virtually instead, each 
in our separate spaces, projected into little boxes in a window on a screen. 

We came into community to extend what had been an ongoing 
conversation about attention, its ecologies, its forms, and the markings of 
its passage. It was a privilege to be guided by artist Clare Twomey in a 
scaled-down version of a practice she had been developing as part of her 
work, and which focused, in a way, on marking the passage of attention. 
We each took a page of white paper. We took a pencil. We filled one side 

Introduction
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of our paper with short, regular marks of passage. (We paid attention to 
the marks as we made them.) We turned the paper over, and did the same. 
We folded the paper into 4 or 8 sections and cut along the seams to make a 
little book. Then, we read the book. Some of us wrote about the experience. 
(You can find the directions for the exercise at the end of this volume.) 

Here, you’re invited to read those books along with us. Sometimes an 
author has accompanied their book with reflections on its making or on 
its translation. Sometimes the images stand alone. Occasionally you'll find 
an offering that is not quite a book of marks, but that is nevertheless in 
comfortable community with its fellows. 

For many of the authors included here, the practice of making - and 
then reading - their little book located them in time. As I write this, in the 
midst of a chaotic pandemic timespace where so many of us are living in an 
extended moment without a clear boundary, feeling located in time feels 
like a fantasy. Everything is now, and at the same time “now” has been bled 
of meaning without a clear sense of what and when the future will be. (It's 
unclear what it will feel like to be able to plan a future, again. It's unclear 
what the past will look like from that vantage point.) Nevertheless, there is 
paper, and there are pencils, and there are bodies to mark their own motion. 
Why not pick up a page, and make some marks, and read the results, and 

see what you find.

Carla Nappi, Pittsburgh, 7 Dec 2020
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A Mountain of Lines,

A River bed,

rugged rocks,

smooth moos

morning dew in the grass.

Hotness of a stone,

frost flowers of a window,

needles of a tree

falling down and getting up again.

Copy, Repeat from bottom to top, 

from top to bottom. 
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Where are inspiration and expiration in this exercise, making a 

book of marks?

I dropped my torn pages on the deck sometime during our Quarrel. 

In gathering them I used what I thought was the last page to scribble some 

keywords from my archival cypress-knee-respiration researches. Terms of 

botany & botanical speculation inserted in the aerenchyma of the page.

 Once I reconstructed a “proper” order of book pages by matching torn 

edges, approximating pages along the folds, I realized that my keywords had 

introduced a constraint, re which end of the stack wanted up and which 

edge wanted binding. The extra writing wound up on page 14.

 The pencil used for this exercise was a gift from Todd. Interesting 

how Josh as well (perhaps others?) has affinity for the Blackwing Palomino.

 My experience of writing had a lot to do with the gesture of bringing 

this pencil to paper. I couldn't quite purge the feeling of violence that 

accompanied apposition of the point of the pencil. (Punctum? Was this a 

way of bringing this writing into the field of agency of the unconscious?) 

As I wrote in the zoom chat, I felt and sounded like a woodpecker. (On a 

repetitive, compulsive quest for nourishment?) Of course the stab of the paper 

was only one aspect of gestural interruption. There was also the lifting of 
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the pencil from the paper. What did I think of that? A rest, a gap, a taking 
flight? Clare’s instruction to make discrete marks surely involved me and 
all of us in a kind of up-down rhythm with its own incantatory aspect...

 Benjamin: “… [t]he more frequently we interrupt someone engaged 
in acting, the more gestures result. The interruption of an action is thus at 
the foreground of epic theater.”

 Was this a writing lesson? Nod to Derrida, along with Todd in our 

group reflections. In this section of Of Grammatology, Derrida revisits 
Levi-Strauss’s quest for origins of writing. Path hewn in the forest. Mark as 
trace, of lost lively presence. Writing cutting, violence of scribal incision, 
in complicity with death and absence.

 Judy complicated this Derridean insight decades ago with reference 
John Hay's work on calligraphic continuities. Forms of writing that channel 
liveliness rather than death. More recently she extended this into questioning 
my investments in cutting in relation to lively continuities of the chiasm.

 Back to Clare’s exercise. I love the directionalities and flows that 
emerged from reading within and among these discrete, perhaps-violent 
marks. They, and the page-folding and tearing that redirect their towardness 
and untowardness, bring Derrida and Hay into a lovely kind of reciprocity.

Another art teacher, not Clare, once reproached me for neglecting the 
edge of the canvas. Because the edge activated the image and vice versa. 
He disparaged “vignette.” When I made marks under Clare’s instruction, 
I tried to cross the edge... Some marks thus crossed onto my work surface 
(a book cover chosen for size and smoothness). But then, when I folded 
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and tore the pages to make the book, I realized that marking the edge had 

been unnecessary, that further tearing/cutting were “activating” marks by 

bringing the edge to them. I am not sure how to look at this activation, 

interaction between the mark and the edge of the page. I wonder about 

function of margins in so much typography, and the writing that happens 

in them, at the printery and in acts of reading. I regret that the binding I 

added to the book, stitchery with thin copper wire, was so close to the edge 

that some pages have escaped from it.

A year ago my doctoral advisor died and left his library to former stu-

dents and friends. The most prized books were those fullest of his marginal 

scribbles and yellow post-its. I kept his copy of Merleau-Ponty's Visible & 

Invisible, from which the chapter on the “chiasm” came that so occupied 

the “cutting” group of our Translating Vitalities collaborative, Alexa & Jens 

& Carla & me, in that sun-kissed Istrian summer of 2015. I’d pulled the 

volume off the shelf on Thursday before our first zoom session. Afterward, 

as I began drafting these remarks, I opened to one of its post-its, this thing 

that crosses the margin to bring the marks out to the air, to find on the 

attached page, one I don't remember ever reading before, phrases resonant 

with these reflections.

 “words ‘struck off’”

“Shall I wrap them together?"

“It is not enough to say (Bergson): a coming and going. It is necessary to 

say between what and what, and what makes up the interval between them.”
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“‘Retrograde movement of the true’... one finds it again in the materials 

themselves.”

The occasion of revising these remarks now falls in the shadow of a hard 

drive crash. Backups gone too, utter disaster, loss of a year of documents, 

including notes from the Translating Vitalities meeting, and the archive of 

cypress knee respiration. Mourning might be helped if I knew what was 

gone. Like Stacey’s ring. The first draft of these remarks would be gone too 

were they not epistolary, a note of gratitude to Clare, retrievable from email.

The book of marks remains, though. Torn paper, Palomino graphite 

marks, copper wire.

I turn back toward the unconscious at play in the book of marks… 

maybe back toward whatever stole my backups?… to follow the trail of 

Merleau-Ponty’s chiasm into some writing by Lacan, who registered his 

own enchantment by that same work in his lectures of 1964. From “Of the 

objet petit a”:

“Should not the question be brought closer to what I called the rain of 

the brush? If a bird were to paint would it not be by letting fall its feathers, 

a snake by casting off its scales, a tree by letting fall its leaves?” Later: “… 

we [humans] do not have these feathers. The creator will never participate 

in anything other than the creation of a small dirty deposit, a succession of 

small dirty deposits juxtaposed. It is through this dimension that we are in 

scopic creation—the gesture as displayed movement.”
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The marks are similar, so many, similars? Plural yes, a doctrine of the 

similar, no, though I count Walter Benjamin among my dead here, as much 

for his thoughts on similarity as for this thoughts on translation. I translate 

this book of marks, months after having composed it. It is a strange, opaque 

text, devoid of meaning. That was the point.

Composed it by setting the hand, modulating its stroke, settling its 

cadence and striving for equal measure, which was thankfully impossible. 

Composed it by surrendering to rhythm, stroke, and the plain discipline to 

proceed. Surrender as method, surrender within the frame of the exercise, 

of the experiment with a “formless” (meaningless) stroke. Neither mantra, 

nor prayer, nor invocation, but yes, a deed. A deed by repetition, and a little 

less of the “subject” with each stroke.

It is autumn, and the Pin Oak drops so many similars, laying countless 

leavings under foot. So many leaves, oak tree leavings, spoor, Jacques Derrida 

(also among my dead) would say. Spoor as the ur-differential, the mark that 

is less a mark than an index of the space, of the difference, between.

Marks made by a hand set to cadence, less a subject than the deed of 

leaving difference, behind.
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If translation can move meaning across moments, then this is a trans-

lation in time. 

The page is a portal. Reading is a kind of time travel. 

Translation is a kind of hospitality. If we were to talk of host languages 

and guest languages (as many have, though I do not often choose to talk 

of hosts and guests when talking of translation), the “host language,“ the 

language I am translating to, is Now. The “guest language,” the language 

I am translating from, is Then. 

A story of hosts and guests can too often be a story of the foreign and 

the familiar, the household and the alien, that which belongs and that which 

doesn't. (Or that which does belong, but only temporarily and only because 

of the particular mood of the host. Hospitality is temporally contingent.) I do 

not tend to think of the movement in terms of welcoming, of dwelling, of 

making new relations. Perhaps, reflecting upon this is also a way of putting 

Then into conversation with Now. Perhaps translation should become a 

kind of welcoming as a result. 

And so I'm sitting here and I'm welcoming Then into Now. And the 

marks in which Then resides are resonating with the raindrops outside, 

Now. And so in looking at the page I'm also looking out a window. And 

the page becomes part of my home. 
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If translation can move meaning across moments, then this is a trans-

lation in space. 

I am reading these marks in the same place that I wrote them: the same 

chair, at the same desk, in front of the same computer. I was here. I am 

here. Much like Richard McGuire’s Here (a book of graphic fiction that 

travels widely in time even as it stays in the same place), the page makes 

here into a companion, into a place to dwell. And so in reading this page, 

I'm translating here into itself. 

Translation makes language into languages. (Makes experiences into 

objects. Holds a little chaos steady by asking it to look in the mirror.) In 

the same way, perhaps translation makes time into times, momentariness 

into moments, location into locations. It makes the experience of sitting, 

of dwelling, into a “here” that I can think about and travel to. 
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If translation can move meaning across movements, then this is a 
translation in gesture. 

I’m reading a sheet of marks, the traces of a series of small actions. 
The precipitates of a movement of my body given language by a graphite 
prosthetic. A visual recording of the voice of my fingers. The crumbs from 
a repeated, deliberate gesture. 

To the left. My hand moves with the page. Marking direction in 
tiny waves. 

To the right. My hand moves with the page. Turning circles. Following 
the twisted nap of sea otter fur. 
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If translation can move meaning across musics, then this is a translation 
in rhythm. 

Translation makes duets. To the left, I see the marks made by hand 
music, a pencil setting a rhythm. I see intro and verses and chords. To the 
right, I see a pencil singing loud and soft. Shifting harmonies that play above 
and toward and finally away from the voice on the left. 
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If translation is a practice of recognition that makes constellations, then 
the page is a sky and this is a translation in stories made of stars. 

Here is a sea in the sky in the center of the book. Flows and eddies in 
light marked in graphite. Rock-skipping ripples on the surface of a pond. 
Here is the story of a horse, perhaps. Once upon a time it showered in 
sunlight, concentrating as best it could while trying to catch a tail from the 
many possible tails blowing by in the wind. 
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If translation can move meaning across horizons, then this translation 
is a distorting mirror. 

Translation as funhouse visit showing a language a monstrous version 
of itself, a face sliding away from recognition and a body straining against 
its boundaries. The page as a distorting mirror, twisting ideas out of shape 
without breaking them.

Here, we have translation as acrossness. Across the crease, the cut, the 
fold, the horizon of sense and nonsense. 

We look in the glass and see little insects forming up like soldiers. The 
curving path of a cold wind flattening out into regularity. A crush and a 
squeeze expanding itself.
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If translation can direct the line of our attention like a thread, then 
this translation is a weaving.

I see a fabric made of gestural marks, the sewing of a repetition 
into the page. A beckoning to the reader to lift the book from the desk 
and drape oneself in it. I read, I clothe myself.
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If the claim that a text is untranslatable is a gesture of exhaustion, 
if it is simply a call for rest, then this page remains untranslated. 
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This translation is a garden.

I
read
myself 
back 
into 
that 
afternoon 
when 
I 
planted 
the 
soil 
of 
the 
page 
with 
the 
seeds 
of 
my
gestures.

Now I sit and wait and watch them grow.
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Drawing the strokes

Immediately brought me decades back to times when

as a small child (I) was watching snow-flakes falling down from the heaven

falling and falling and falling and falling and falling and falling and falling

some funny, rotating in the air

the stillness now within this snow

changes everything around – the house, the trees, the cat

everything

everything

it is a silky-ness in the air – you do not need to say a word – words are not heard –

the lines in your heart are directly moving into these lines in your hand 
today and go back within the falling snow-lines.

Such a miracle. 

Drawing the strokes – moreover – 

brought me to the old deep river near the house –smoothly moving and 
fresh – observing the lines in the river – again with me in the middle of 
the waves –

Thank you!
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While making my Book of Marks for Clare Twomey’s project I 

found myself in a state of frustration and hurry. Not for me the quiet 

contemplative meditation of repetition and rhythm that is implied in 

this exercise. I was too keen to see what the finished object would look 

like once it was folded and able to be read. As an artist who draws in 

an illustrative representational way the repetitive nature of the mark 

making was a challenge. I wanted to let the marks develop into a clear 

narrative. And I suppose that is why I broke with the instruction to 

use the much-admired graphite pencil and added colour into my pages 

so that when I read the book it would be more of a surprise and an 

adventure, which it was.
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Every text has the potential of having rivers. Look here and you 
may find several. Rivers appear when the spaces between words align 
vertically. Once you see them you cannot un-see them. 
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We can think of typographical rivers not as errors but as the spaces 
in between two shores. Each shore is a ridge of words. The English 
translation of Yves Citton’s The Ecology of Attention1 has many rivers, 
which also means that it has many ridges. When somebody—usually a 
designer—typesets a text, they may or may not lookout for rivers. 

Rivers usually become visible when we squint at a page of text, or 
when we were not looking for them. Sooner or later the text interrupts 
the rivers’ flowing. The text is, hierarchically speaking, the matter of 
import. The rivers come and go—in and out of focus, in and out of our 
modes of perception. The text and its meanings is what the book is for. 

The Swiss graphic designer and typographer, Adrian Frutiger, 
thought that good typography meant that you did not notice the 
letters as distractions. But noticing letters and typesetting gives us an 
opportunity to pay another kind of attention to the text. The two can 
be simultaneous confluences. 

The Rivers of Attention were always already in the English translation 
of Yves Citton’s The Ecology of Attention. He might not have anticipated 
that his book is also an Atlas of rivulets still unnamed. 

1 Images from the typography / topography of Yves Citton’s The Ecology of Attention
US / UK Edition, Polity Press, 2017
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We wrote our books of marks under directions from Clare Twomey. 

She led the way with a beautiful and disciplined video of her own hands, 

making her own book. I could not help but recall an earlier Translating 

Vitalities occasion in Croatia, when Clare tried to teach us to make simple 

porcelain bowls, all the same, in silence, anonymous shapes expressing 

nothing in particular, having minimum individuality. We all failed at 

that task! My own failure had to do with a strange over-commitment 

to personal creativity, to a myth of individual voice. My porcelain 

dishes were all different, all ugly, none of them suitable even as an 

ashtray. This time, asked to make a book that covered its pages with 

marks that “meant” precisely nothing, I tried to leave that myth behind. 

Drawing short lines with the nice soft pencil I had found, I kept myself 

from thinking about the outcome. After all, “the book” would only be 

compiled as such after I had covered both sides of one piece of paper 

with many tiny, homogeneous marks. Listening to the sound of the 

lead on the paper as I worked, I wanted to guard against both too many 

regularities (rows, flows, masses) and too many irregularities (curving 

lines, crossing lines, extra big or extra small lines). Refusing to time 

myself, resisting the pressure of other commitments, I wrote, simply 

wrote. (It did occur to me, this is not what Derrida meant by writing! 
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Maybe Clare’s point is that there can be a book that is not Writing.) It 
was a struggle not to think forward in time to imagine and configure 
the reading process. I did not allow myself to think about what I, or 
you, would find when we turned to “reading” this little book. Now that 
it’s done, I wish you could hold it in your hand and turn its few pages. 
What do you read here? Utter homogeneity, or microscopic variations? 
A minimalist digital array, zeros and ones, pure presence and absence, a 
smooth rain of atoms, uncaused? Are there swerves, folds, and clumps 
visible to the sensitive reader? I promise you, I didn’t intend them!
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the reading

I spent time reading and thinking about two main texts:

The Ecology of Attention by Yves Citton 

Care in Trouble - Ecologies of Support Below & Beyond the Human 

by Vincent Duclos (Drexel University) & Tomás S. Criado (Humboldt-

University of Berlin) 

the making

1 – Working with pencil and paper became my witness to my thought 

process.  The reading of the texts allowed me to think about the ways in 

which we care and pay attention. The drawings were asking questions of 

the materials and my role, my care and attention. 

Draw continiously small lines to fill the page. Make sure you lift the 

pencil after each line. By making many separate lines you draw attention 

to the start and finish of that moment.

attention / care / attention
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2 - Turn over the same piece of paper and repeat.

To repeat was an important part of this work. It asked the question of 
attention. How long could I sustain this work.

3 - The next step is to make this one piece of paper into a book by 
folding it in half, cutting along the line.

To make a book of these lines was important as it challenged the idea of 
knowledge and how it can be read and how it can be personal to the reader. 
It also asked for the lines to be considered deeply as one would a text. Each 
page was given the opportunity to be examined and seen as a whole. Now 
we are are paying attention to the pages one by one.

This work is a mirror to the words I have read.
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